Figure 1. The deployment environment and interface of POEMS.
Based on these ideas, we built a prototype for a corporate conference room. The room has three large public displays and a printer. Figure 1 shows the deployment environment and a meeting service management interface. With this tool, the screens are automatically started when a pen is pressed on a piece of paper. A presenter can control his/her presentation progress with time-stamped paper taps or drawings. A meeting participant can use the pen to share writing or make annotations on a public display. Users can use the pen to control pointers on public displays. They can use the pen to control a slideshow playback. They can also initiate an onsite screen printout by a time-stamped paper drawing from a screen image to a printer image or control video play back and audio volume with the pen. In this demo, we are going to present our pen & paper based control interface design, and show visitors various functions of this prototype.
DEMO SCENARIO
1. Jack has a presentation today at 10:00 AM. All slides and prepared supporting material have been stored in backend system. 2. Jack gets the paper interface before the meeting. He draws a line to connect the FileList control with the MiddleScreen image on the paper interface. Now the FileList knows that whenever a user clicks on an item in the list, the item should be sent to the physical MiddleScreen. Jack click on the first item in the FileList which corresponds to a presentation file. The presentation is displayed on the middle screen. 3. Jack wants to control the playback of the presentation.
He draws a line from the Controller component to the MiddleScreen image on the paper interface. Then he can flip the slides to next or previous by clicking on right or left arrow on the paper controller. The slideshow can also be flipped to the first or the last page by tapping the up or down arrow in the controller. Additionally, tapping the middle of the controller will start the auto play. 4. During the meeting, Jack wants to show a video to support his ideas. He draws a line directly from the last item in the FileList to the LeftScreen image on the interface. The video is showed on the physical LeftScreen. Further more, FileList binds itself to the LeftScreen. The following tapped items will be sent to the physical LeftScreen by default. 5. When Jack wants to control the video playback, he draws a line from the paper Controller to the LeftScreen image on the interface. This line enabled him to play/pause a video, speed up/down the playback, or tune the audio volume up/down with the paper Controller. 6. Jack wants to write a formula to explain one of his topic showing on the MiddleScreen. He can add the formula directly on the current slide with the digital pen. For more detailed derivation, he can draw a line to connect the "Whiteboard Area" to the MiddleScreen, and show all his paper derivations on the public display.
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